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THE LIAPUNOV FUNCTION FOR THE SECOND ORDER DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS* 

S.S. SHIMANOV 

The Liapunov function, whose fixed sign property together with its first difference 
is explicitly defined by the conditions of asymptotic stability and instability,is 
derived for a stationary difference system of second order. Examples are given of 
the use of that function in the analysis of nonlinear and nonstationary problems. 

1. Consider the system of difference equations 

%+1 =i @+I + Q&X. V?ln+l = czn + dun (1.1) 

where (a, b,c,d are constant coefficients. For this system we construct the following Liapunov 
function: 

J’ (6 11 = [bu - (d - k)tl* + [cz - (a - k)pl’ + (1 - k’) (z’ + p) (k = 
a-l-d/A+i, A=ad-cb) 

The first difference AV by virtue of system (1.1) is of the form 

(1.2) 

(Av)(,.,) = V(=+ ~II, cz+ dv) - V (5, I) = -(i - A3 (t - r)(z'+ P), A + l#O (1.3) 

When the inequalities 

i-A'>O, i-k’>0 (1.4) 

are satisfied, function V(z,F) is positive definite, and AV(z,y) is negative definite. 
On the basis of the analog of the theorem on asymptotic stability the motion == u=O in 

the case of difference systems is asymptotically stable /l-33/. Hence conditions (1.4) are 
sufficient conditions of asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of system (1.1). Since 
the fulfillment of one of inequalities (1.4) or both of them with opposite signs makes v of 
varying sign, or AV becomes of fixed sign, the same as that of V. Hence the solution z= 
y=O of system (1.1) is unstable. 

Note that functions V and AV have a meaning, when conditions A+i#O are satisfied. If 
A+i=O and a+dfO, the solution z=y=O of system (1.1) is unstable, since then a func- 
tion of the form 

v= dz' -(c+ b)zy + ay* 

which is of varying sign, can be taken as the Liapunov function. Its first difference by 
virtue of system (1.1) is 

(AV)(,.,) = - (a + d) (z'+ V') 

which indicates that the trivial solution is unstable. When inequalities (1.4) are satisfied 
with the equality sign, we have either instability or a weak (nonasymptotic) stability. Thus, 
when A+i#O, (1.4) represents the necessary and sufficient conditions of asymptotic stabil- 
ity of solution z=y=O of system (1.1). 

Function V, (2, V) = (bsr - (d - k) zl* + (i - k’) z’ 

may be taken as the Liapunov function for (1.1); it is positive definite under condition (1.4) 
and b#O. Under condition (1.4) the first difference AV1 is of fixed sign and negative. When 
a#O, the set z=O does not contain of integral half-trajectories of system (l.l),hence 

in conformity with the Barbashin-Krasovskii analog theorem on difference systems, the motion 
z=y=O of system (1.1) is asymptotically stable. 

2. Let us estimate V and AV. using the explicit expression of V in terms of coeffic- 
ients of the system and the analytic expressions in conditions (1.4). We introduce the nota- 
tion 
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m= l-k’, M = 6’ + (a - k)’ + C’ + (d - k)’ 
~~2 = [as + (d _ ,q” _ c* - (a - Ic)‘]~ + 4 lb (d - k) + C (a - k)l’, 

Ml < M 

M - M, 
g==m+2, 

M+MI 
h=m.f2 

and set x = Xl, y = 52, 5 = (21, +a), II x II = w -t- x2)“*. 
We have the estimates 

g II t IP G V (x, u) Q h fl x llal @V)(,.,) = - (1 - dzh II = 11’ 
If z' and 2" are two arbitrary points, then 

I v (x7 - V (4 I < (44 + 4 II 2” - 5’ II (II I’ - I’ I f 2 II t’ II) 

3. Using function (1.2) for V and the 
tional methods, we obtain 

estimates for V AV, then, applying conven- 

xnz + Yn’ e hP (1 - gr)n*(xo* + Yet) 1 q1 = (1 - AZ)mh (3.1) 
6' •i- Yna > &-I (1 - qpjn (X0’ -k ~0’). qn = (1 - Az)mg 

From (3.1) we obtain the maximum time of transition of point (XO,YO) of a circle or arbitr- 
ary radius R toward the interior of a circle of radius e(~~*fY,,*(8~). This time is defined 
by the formula 

I > 8’i?-’ @J-‘/h (1 - gl) 

4. Function V can be used for obtaining estimates of the attraction region of nonlinear 
difference systems for which (1.1) is the system of first approximation. 

Let us consider the system 

%+I = a=, + by,+ I%', Y,,l = %I + dYn + BY*' 

where r,fi are constants, and (ITI>] PI). The attraction region is defined by the inequality 

where 

5. Function 
second order with 

Consider the 

where A and Bare 

for which we have 

(1.2) can also be used for analyzing the stability of difference systems of 
variable coefficients. 
second order difference equation 

r (n + 2) + 2 Ax (n + 1) + Bs (n) = 0 (5.1) 

constant coefficients. This equation is equivalent to a system of form (1.1) 

zn*1 = Yn, Ye/n+1 = -2AY,, --Bz,, (5.2) 

the Liapunov function 
V(z, Y) = VI (z, I) + v* (I, Y), v, (z, y) = [Y + 2Az - C# + (5.3) 
(? - c") x', v, (2, y) = (Bx + cyj* + (i - C~)y~, c = 2Al(B + I) 

As an example of application of function V, we shall consider the following system (anal- 
ysed in /4/): 

.%+I = Ynr Yn+1 = PnY93 + a'z n (5.5) 

using function /4/ defined by 

v = (i+ $)-'(a'~~ + vz)= a*zg+ Yp (A = 0, B = --az) 

and the conditions (5.4) of asymptotic stability, we obtain the condition of asymptotic stab- 
ility of solution z=Y=O of system (5.1) 

i) i--o'>0 
2) -[(i -a* -6)(i - a'))"' < Pn < i - aS - 8 

where 6,8are positive constants. 
obtained earlier in /4/. 

The obtained asymptotic stability region is wider that 
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